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Abstract—Sentiment analysis is used to analyses people’s
opinions, views and emotions towards different entities such as
products, organizations, companies and events. People’s opinions
are important for most others during their decision-making
process. For example, if someone wants to buy a product, they
might want to know more about that product and the experiences
of others with that product. Sentiment analysis is able to classify
the reviews based on their polarity; even if reviews are expressed
in a sentence or document, sentiment analysis is used to classify
it into positive, negative or neutral reviews. In this paper, we
proposed a framework using TF-IDF and transition point to
detect polarity in Persian movie reviews. The proposed approach
has been evaluated using different classifiers such as SVM,
Naive Bayes, MLP and CNN. The experimental results show the
transition point is more effective in comparison with traditional
feature such as TF-IDF.
Index Terms—Sentiment Analysis, Persian, Machine Learning
I. INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of Internet, people is capable to share
their comments and opinion using social network such as
Twitter, Facebook, etc. Internet allow people to debate and
share their opinions on different topics [1]–[5]. There has
been interest from companies and organisations in classifying
opinion to obtain useful information about their product and
services. In other words, it identifies whether a sentence
is positive or negative [6]–[13]. The sentiment analysis is
useful for companies to automatically determines the polarity
of the sentence. Sentiment analysis can identify the overall
polarity of thousands of comments on short time of period.
The evaluation of comments allows companies to improve
their product and services. Thus, government used sentiment
analysis to understand public’s opinion about services which
government provides for people . Sentiment analysis has been
classified into predicted class such as subjective or objective,
predict polarity which can be positive, negative or neutral or
level of classification such as phrase, sentence or document
and different approach can be applied such as supervised or
unsupervised [14]–[17].
Sentiment analysis consist of two different approaches, the
first approach is based on machine learning classifiers. It is
used to trained classifier based on the predefined classes, this
method is called supervised classification. The second method
is based on the words along with their polarities (+1 to -1),
the model calculates the polarity of the sentence from polarity
of the word and assign final polarity into sentence, this is
called unsupervised method (Joshi et al. 2017). The supervised
classification has received high performance; however, it has
some shortcomings. It required to build a trained dataset and
labelled documents by human expert. The process is very time
consuming and it is difficult to train sarcasm and idioms.
Moreover, the model can be built for multi-domain purposed,
in this case, the performance of the approach is become lower
because trained data is not applied for different domain [?],
[9], [18], [19].
The lexicon based approach can be used to identify the po-
larity of the sentence, the lexicon based can be built manually
which requires lots of effort or automatically which is fast and
less human effort required [20]–[22]. The main challenges of
sentiment analysis research are most of current approaches
is used for English language. However, with growth of the
Internet, people share their opinions and comments in different
languages. Therefore, sentiment analysis is valuable for other
languages such as Persian.
It is a difficult task for SA to understand the text structure

































do not like the movie direction, but I really like the acting”),
contains positive and negative sentiment about the movie. Most
of the current approaches are not able to detect the overall
polarity of the sentence, the traditional system is unable to
understand the different sentiment expressed in the sentence.
Additionally, the presence of negation can flip the polarity
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from positive into negative. In addition, The online users can
discuss various topics. For example, if they are talking about
one product [23], [24]. Alternatively, they can discuss about
other product. Additionally, they can discuss about different































Íð, (“The charger of
the Apple mobile is very good, but I do not like the charger
for Apple laptop”). The sentence aspect is charger and the
sentiment of the sentence for mobile is positive however, the
second part of the sentence has a negative sentiment about the
laptop [25]–[31].
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KXñK. èXQ», ”It was not a bad movie,
but if they are using different cast it could be a better movie”.
The natural language processing is used to understand the text.
The use of keywords, punctuation and frequency of words are
very useful to understand the text. However, the increase of
web content in different languages make the English algorithm
inefficient. In the order to overcome these challenges in this
thesis we focus on Persian SA. Most of the previous studies
have only focused on English SA and therefore most of the
tools and resources are available in English. Hence the tools
and research, in the most of the other languages such as
Persian, are comparatively less developed [32]–[36]. Persian
SA has the following main challenges:
Lack of tools and resources: To the best of our knowledge,
there is no valuable tools nor any online lexicon available for
Persian language.
Utilizing many informal words: There are lots of informal
words available in Persian language. Specifically, when online
users share their opinion and comments online, they are using
more of these informal words and phrases.
Lack of comprehensive approaches: There is no valuable
comprehensive approach available in Persian language. Most
of the current approaches utilize the available approaches of
English and translate the Persian dataset into English.
Therefore, In this paper, the supervised machine learning
approach used to identify the sentiment classification of Per-
sian dataset and TF-IDF has been used with n-gram features,
this information is more effective than frequency evaluated by
our experiment results and transition point is used on n-gram
features. The SVM, Naı̈ve Bayes, MLP and CNN classifiers
used to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach.
This paper is organised as follows: Section II is related work
of English and Persian sentiment analysis approaches, Section
III is present methodology of supervised approach for Persian
movie reviews, Section IV provides results and discussion and
Section V is conclusion of the paper
II. RELATED WORK
With the growth of Internet, there are various types of online
reviews are available such as product and movie reviews, these
reviews are very helpful for companies. Sentiment analysis aim
to classify and detect vital information from these reviews. In
this section, the current Persian and English sentiment analysis
has been summarised.
A. English
Agarwal et al. [37] proposed concept parser based on
the dependency relationship of words in the sentence, after
filtering the words Mrmr feature selection has been used to
train feature for machine learning classifiers, the proposed
model used to classify the document into positive and negative.
The movie reviews have been used to evaluate the performance
of the approach, the overall accuracy is 88.9%.
Da Rocha et al. [38] proposed a hybrid approach to identify
the sentiment of the sentence, it consists of two phase feature
selection method, the main step is pre-processing, then use of
feature selection method, in order to evaluate the performance
of the approach the movie review dataset has been used and
SVM classifier has been trained. The overall performance of
the approach is 81%.
Dashmukh et al. [39] proposed a multidomain lexicon to
predict the polarity of the sentence, the proposed algorithm
used entropy with modified quantity instead of traditional
entropy algorithm, the dataset contains different domains of
product reviews, there are multiple experiments have been car-
ried out to analyse the proposed approach, the overall accuracy
of the proposed approach is 81.66% Sentiment analysis is used
to classify document and sentence.
Hung et al. [40] proposed an approach to classify the docu-
ment based on the polarity, the document has been transferred
into set of features such as unigram, bigram, trigram and
part-of-speech tag and SentiWordNet has been used to assign
polarity to features, the result of experiment display the bigram
and trigram is performed better in comparison with other
features.
Poria et al. [41] proposed approach to extract features
from short texts, based on the inner layer of convolutional
neural network, the extracted features of multimodal sentiment
analysis have been used and then the feature vectors of text,
audio and video has been combined, the proposed approach
improved the performance by 14% and the overall accuracy
of the approach is 88.60%.
B. Persian
Saraee and Bagheri et al. [42] proposed a model sentiment
classification of reviews documents in Persian, the model is
based on pre-processing and feature selection and Naı̈ve Bayes
has been used to evaluate the performance of the approach, the
mobile reviews have been used and overall performance of the
approach is 81.02%.
Ebrahimi et al. [43] proposed an approach to detect polarity
in Persian sentences,the linguistic features have been extracted
and mutual information has been used to identify the polarity
of the sentence using SentiStrength of words. To evaluate the
performance of the approach online reviews has been used, the
result of SentiStrength has been compared with SentiWordNet
and the overall accuracy is 80%.
Bagheri et al. [44] proposed sentiment classification ap-
proach for document level in Persian language, there are vari-
ous feature types such as document frequency, term frequency
has been used, and Naı̈ve Bayes has been trained, the mobile
reviews have been used to evaluate the performance of the
approach, the overall accuracy of the approach is 0.907%.
III. METHODOLOGY
Pre-processing: The pre-processing step consists
















¯)It is really goodddd movie), the
normalisation of data used to clean the data, removing
stop-words is useful to improve the performance of the
dataset, for example some words can be removed because
these words do not contain any polarity such as éK. , 	P @) ,From,
to, etc.).
N-grams: The n-gram is sequence of n items in the text.
The n-gram size one is called unigram, size two is bigram
and size three is trigram. For example, “I went to school”.
The unigram is “I”, “went”, “to”, “school”, the bigram is “I
went”, “went to”, “to school” and trigram is “I went to”, “went
to school”.
TF-IDF: TF-IDF is stand for term frequency-inverse doc-
ument frequency and it is statistical measure to calculate the
importance of words in document, the importance of the words
will be calculating with number of times which words appear
in the document [45].
The TF-IDF is consist of two parts, first part calculates the
term frequency which is number of word appear in document
divided by total number of words in the document and second
term is inverse document frequency calculate the logarithm of
number document divided by number of document which the





IDF: Inverse document frequency is measure the importance
of the words in the whole documents, the following equation





Transition Point: The transition point is a frequency values
to split the words in document into two different sets low
and high. The transition point used to identify the medium
frequency which is closely related to the conceptual content
of the document.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Persian movie reviews Dataset: In order to evaluate the
performance of the proposed framework the Persian movie
reviews dataset has been used, the movie review contains 1000
positive and 1000 negative. The movie review has been col-
lected from www.caffecinema.com and www.cinematicket.org,
the movie reviews consist of movie reviews from 2014 to 2016.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed ap-
proach, the dataset is pre-processed, after normalisation and
removing stop-words. The features such as unigram, bigram
and trigram is extracted, then frequency, tf-idf and transition
point used to train the SVM, Naı̈ve Bayes, MLP and CNN.
The Table 1 shows the result on TF-IDF and frequency (Freq)
using different features such as unigram, bigram and trigram.
The 10-fold cross validation used to train SVM, Naı̈ve Bayes,
MLP and CNN. The result shows the TF-IDF received better
results in comparison with frequency.
In order to evaluate the performance of classification tech-
niques, the following four evaluation metrics are used: preci-














TP + TN + FP + FN
(6)
The table V, VI, VII and VIII show the result for IDF
transition point using n-gram features. There are SVM, Naı̈ve
Bayes, MLP and CNN classifiers is trained. The trigram
features received better performance and unigram and bigram
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a supervised machine learning approach has
been proposed for Persian using unigram feature with TF-IDF
and frequency to identify the overall polarity of the Persian
movie reviews. The experimental result show the TF-IDF is
performed more effectively in comparison with frequency. The
IDF transition point outperformed TF-IDF and frequency. In
our future work, we will developed an approach to identify the
overall polarity of multilingual sentences in Arabic, Persian
and English.
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